
Buying guide

Prices in this buying guide are valid as at 1 September 2020, and are subject to change.  Please check IKEA.com.
au or in-store for detailed product information. All units require assembly.

Big ideas for small outdoor spaces
The ASKHOLMEN series gives you the flexibility to furnish your small balcony or terrace 
in many different ways – and make the most of your space. Compact chairs and tables 
that fold up and away. A balcony table that mounts to the rail or wall. To decorate, 
there’s a flower box, a plant stand and a trellis that supports climbing plants. The entire 
series is made of durable, sustainably sourced acacia that has been stained light-brown 
for beauty and added protection.

ASKHOLMEN
Outdoor Living Furniture Series



All parts and prices

ASKHOLMEN table. 60×62 cm, height 73 cm. Seats 2.

Light-brown stained 902.400.34 $49

ASKHOLMEN table for wall, folding. 70×44 cm, height 
71 cm. Seats 2. The table must be fastened to the wall.

Light-brown stained 603.210.22 $39.99

ASKHOLMEN, table, foldable. 112×62 cm, height 
73 cm. Seats 4. 

Light-brown stained 603.467.77 $79

ASKHOLMEN chair, foldable. Seat: 36×30 cm, seat height 
46 cm. 

Light-brown stained 702.400.30 $35

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so 
it’s easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for chair cushion. Diameter 35 cm. To 
be completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair 
cushion diam. 35 cm. Sold separately. 
Beige 503.917.27 $7
Dark grey 203.917.24 $7

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. Diameter 
35 cm. Thickness 4 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN 
cover for chair cushion diam. 35 cm. Sold separately.

003.918.62 $5

KUDDARNA chair cushion. 36×32 cm. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 004.110.68 $8
Light blue 004.110.73 $8
Grey 904.110.83 $8

BENÖ chair pad. Diameter 35 cm. Thickness 3 cm.

Dark grey 503.445.33 $2.50

ASKHOLMEN plant stand. 45×29 cm, height 116 cm. 

Light-brown stained 302.586.68 $29.99

ASKHOLMEN flower box. 62×39 cm, height 38 cm. You can 
place the shelf at the bottom of the flower box or higher 
up, depending on how you want to display your plants. 
May be completed with ASKHOLMEN trellis.

Light-brown stained 502.586.72 $49

 

ASKHOLMEN trellis. 72×3 cm, height 190 cm. You can 
mount the trellis vertically or horizontally and adjust it in 
height or width to perfectly suit your outdoor space.

Light-brown stained 902.586.70 $29.99
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Protecting and caring for ASKHOLMEN
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TOSTERÖ waterproof furniture covers 

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set 100×70 cm, height 
90 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and 2 chairs.

Black 802.852.64 $29.99

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set 145×145 cm, height 
120 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and 4 chairs.

Black 102.923.24 $59

TOSTERÖ storage bags and storage box

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions 62×62 cm, height 
25 cm.

Black 404.098.22 $25

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions 116×49 cm, height 
35 cm.

Black 402.923.27 $29.99

TOSTERÖ storage box 129×44 cm, height 79 cm.

Black 904.114.41 $79

VÅRDA wood stain
To add shine and protection we recommend colourless VÅRDA 
wood stain. 

VÅRDA wood stain, outdoor, 500 mL.

Colourless 203.331.02 $12.99

FIXA paint brush set, 3-pack.

502.900.83 $4.99

The best way to extend the life of your wooden outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly, not leaving it outdoors unprotected more 
than necessary and to re-stain it on a regular basis.

Cleaning
Wipe clean with a soft cloth dampened in water and a mild 
soapy solution. Wipe dry with a clean and dry cloth.

Maintenance
To prevent the surface from drying out and cracking and 
moisture from penetrating into the wood we recommend you 
to re-stain the furniture on a regular basis, for example once 
a year. How often you will need to do this will depend on how 
exposed the furniture is to the elements.
For furniture that stands in the open air, a good indication that 
you need to re-stain is if raindrops are absorbed directly into 
the wood and no longer form small beads on the surface.

Storing
If possible, store your outdoor furniture in a cool and dry place 
indoors. If the furniture is left outdoors, make sure to protect it 
with a waterproof cover and if possible tilt the furniture to make 
it easier for any water to drain away. After a rain or snowfall, 
wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow air to 
circulate, to avoid condensation.
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You can do it yourself,  
but you don’t have to
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself.  
But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  
For more information contact your local IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to 
approved customers. You can apply online, over the phone or 
in-store at our planning desks.

*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your 
furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.


